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Touch·tone registrati.On·
implemented for summer
Second

zn a two-p_a rt series

by Eddie Gorak
CENT~

FLORIDA FUTU~E

The introduction of the new Touch-Tone
Telephone Registration System will enable
students with touchtone telephones to phone in
their class schedules for the summer semester, but
how does the system work?
The Registrars Office has been working on this
special system for over two years and when the
system finally goes up over the summer, UCF will
become one of only three universities in the country

"We're going to make a
good system even better
by adding another service··
for the student." ·Wm. Dan Chapman,
UCF regis.trar
to have a Touch-Tone System working.
· Universtiy registrar, Wni. Dan Chapman, explains. ''We are going to make a good system even
better by adding another service for the student. In
this way, all the student needs is a touchtOne phone
and he can register from anywhere. In this way, the
student avoids having to make an unnecessary trip
out to register and this saves the student money,

which is our main objective."
All students who receive a computer-printed
Trial and Advisment Schedule from their college
and have access to a touchtone telephone will be
able to register by phone. Directions and the proper
number for the students to call will be in:cluded in
the summer class schedule.
From the student's point of view, he telephones
the registration phone.number at a predetermined
time. The voice he hears welcomes him to the touchtone telecommunication registration of UCF and
instructs him to enter his student number followed
by a Personal Idenification Number (PIN), which is
in reality the day, hour, and minute of his registra·
tion appointment time.
If the student is at or after his appointment time
he may proceed. If not, he is asked to call again at
or after his time, or if his registration is on hold
(outstanding financial obligation, library book out,
fine, traffic fine, not in good standing). To start, the
student enters the four digit code for each course
followed by a "#."
The system prompts the student through
registration one course at a time. It also checks for
conflicts and cancelled classes and informs the stu·
dent of the status of each class. In the case of conflicts in courses the student enters his choice. In
the case of courses with missing labs or the converse situation, the student is asked to enter the
appropriate lab or lecture.
When the student has completed his registration
he informs the system by entering a select code
such as 9999# and th system responds with the
total hours for which he ha~ registered, the fee
amount, where he may pick up the fee invoice and
when the fees are due. In any case, the student·has
made a contract with the university when he enters
the closing codes. Students unable to register this
way are invited to come in for assistance the next
day and are assigned a time for this purpose.

As you've probably already noticed, The Central
Florida Future is now available in new distribution
boxes covering the campus.
The bright green boxes were donated to UCF''
campus newspaper by CASS Advertising in
recognition of The Central Florida future's grow·
~g reputation with advertisers

BOR stalls funding plan
for student u.n ion at UCF
said.
The original proposal, made
-~ENT~AL FLORIDA FUTURE
by UCF's Student Government, was to have the money
UCF's request to the Board come from an increase in the
of Regents for a tuition in- activity and service f~ which
crease to fund a student union is part of tuition. Ruffler exwill be withdrawn and replac-. plained that such money
ed with another proposal.
should he used for the opera1t has been recommended tion of a student union rather
by Chancellor Charlie Reed than for the construction.
that the request for a tuition
The money for the capital
increase for construction of a improvement trust fund fee,
student union be removed like the activity and service
·from consideration by the fee, comes from a percentage
Board. The chancellor would of the money paid to the stat.e
rather see the money come for each credit hour.
from an increase in the capital
The new proposal will be
improvement trust fund fee, submitted to the BOR at
March for King
. said local regent Joari Ruffler. t;tieir next meeting in March.
''The chancellor has taken a
Ruffler said that she agrees
Members of the Black Student Union march in tionor of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Monday.
position that he - wants to
work with UCF,'' Ruffler
. ~EE_ UNION, PAGE 3
by Debbie Dent·
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CLOUDY
High 65 Low 35

•

• We'll have some clouds
this morning but things
ought to clear up this afternoon. Highs in the mid 60s
and lows in the mid 30s.
Look for continued cool
through the weekend.

l'ewsclip;
Opinioo
-~

Sports
Sports

~Confetti

B-ball: UCF vs. Rollins. Bring
a paper! 10

Ballet is not as easy as it
looks. 7

..

TO ADVERTISE CALL 275·2165

·3

7
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· Soles and Model-center L~cated ·one Mlle North on
Alfaya· Trail F.rom Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trait

OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

, Affordable prices start iil the low.-50's
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2 & -3 ·B.edroom rentals · P_
rices lrlcl_
ude: Washer, Dryer,
dvailable while ·they last. Refridgerator and Dishwasher.
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Students working for better advisement
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

•

What is FSA?

Students in Florida have a voice in • The Florida Student Association
Tallahassee that's pushing for a cap is a lobby organization for
on tuition increases, better ad- students at all nine state univerministration of financial aid and ma- sities: It has a board of directors
jor revamping of the academic advise- consisting of the student body
ment process.
presidents of the universities and
"Tuition has always been on our a full-time staff in the state capif al
list of priorities,". executive director
of the Florida Student Association that deals with the Legislature
,rohn Sowinski said. "It's a bigger and the Board of Regents on matpriority now because of the federal ters concerning students.
budget cuts.'' Sowinski is a former
UCF student body president.
by FSA.
"We feel the amount of time it
"The State University System is
supported by the taxpayers and takes students to receive financial aid
should therefore be financially ac- just isn't acceptable,'' he said. "We
cessible to all,'' Sowinski said. ''When want to make improvements in the
tuition increases make the system in- way student aid is administered·. '"
accessible, there' is something very
Last week Sowinski and Chancellor
wrong."
Charlie Reed worked in the financial
Financial aid is also being looked at aid offices. of the Univers~ty of South

Florida and UCF for a day to get a
first-hand look at the way the financial aid system operates.
Sowinski said one of the big gripes
students have when they speak to
him is the academic advisement
system.
"Students aren't pleased with the
quality of academic advisement they
receive,'' Sowinski said. He added
that he thinks students take the "selfadvised" route when it comes to
registration because the advisement
they receive prior to registration is
sometimes vague.
''We got the Legislature to earmark
$90,000 to begin implimentation of a
new computer system that should
greatly enhance the advisement process,'' Sowinski said.
"With this system in place,"
Sowfoski said, "a student will be able
to walk . up to a computer terminal
and find out exactly what courses he
needs to complete degree re-

quirements. The system 'can also remind the student of when particular
courses are being offered.''
He said another benefit' is that the
university can then tell what courses
will be in demand most by students
and can schedule classes accordingly.
The system will also permit electronic trasfer of transcripts between
community colleges and universities,
Sowinski said.
' The system does have critics
because of the price tag," Sowinski
said.
It is estimated the system will cost
$1 million a year to maintain, in addition the cost of setting up the system. ·
Dr. Dan Dees of Undergraduate
Studies is on the committee responsible for designing the computerized
advisement system.
"We (UCF) along with South
Florida (USF) and Florida Interna·
tional (FIU) will the first schools to
receive the system," Dees said.

'Anarchists' work
to Gbolish SGs
In October UT sophomore
· Richard Munisteri, along
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
with a handful of fellow
members of Young ConserAustin, TX (CPS)-Univer- vatives of Texas, sued UT
sity of Texas students are up President William Cunnto their old anarchic ways ingham and Student Associa- ·
again.
tion President Scott ScarSome of them hope to borough for using SA' s manabolish their student govern- datory student service fees to
ment for the second time in endorse certain Democratic
five years, and there are signs candidates for state office.
that, in the process, they may
Before long, the controverhelp feed a reform wave now sy grew into an abolition
. washing over student govern- movement that collected
ments nationwide.
some 700 signatures to get a
Schools such as Notre dissolution measure on the
Dame, Washington, Swar- next campus ballot.
thmore
and
MinMunisteri now says his·
nesota-among dozens of groups-CRAP (Committee
others-have been grappling to Retire Aspiring . Politirecently with measures to cians) and STOMP (Students
Lori Farber/Central Florida Fulure
restructure, weaken, and in Tired of Manipulative
some cases, get rid of their Politics)-will "just sit on the More parking
student
governments issue" until spring.
Officials announced the opening of a new parking lot in front of fhe Administration Building
altogether.
''It took four years to get this week. The spaces, as seen here, were filled _in a matter of minutes.
It wouldn't be the first the issue of reinstating the
time.
SG (student government) on
Five years ago, reformers at the ballot," Munisteri said.
Texas, Georgia, Virginia, cilt took two weeks to get the
Clinch Valley College, issue of dissolving it on the
Oklahoma, Arizona, Arkan- ballot."
· UCF Nursing St}ldents' Association, the Auditorium, will feature several experts on
sas and Maryland, among
Such interest seems to be Florida Nursing Students' Association and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. ·
others, moved to dissolve all spreading.
the Florida Nurses Association are sponsor·
or parts . of their campus · Florida's Student Senate, ing a seminar entitled "AIDS: A Caring
The event is free to the public.
governments.
popularly labelled ''Kiddie Challenge."
In most cases, reformers Congress," is "known as
For more information, call the UCF Nursargued the governments were much'for their weekly rubberFeb,
3
from
10
The
seminar,
to
take
place
ing
Department at 275-2744.
ineffective or meaningless. band fights and on-the-job
They actually succeeded in pizza parties as their a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student Center
abolishing governments at awesome clout in controlling
Texas and Georgia.
· the purse strings,'' claimed
reasonable approach and John Gill.
At both those campuses, the campus newspaper in a UNION
should be acceptable to
Asked if he thought the
administrators eventually story about lack of confidence
FROM PAGE 1
everyone.
chancellor's recommendation
helped rebuild student in the Senate.
"I'd rather see it (fudning would set back construction
government~.
Missouri Western State
for a student union) come out of the student union, Gill said
But now at Texas and some · College's student president
with-the chancellor in that the of capital improvement fees," he estimates construction will
other campuses, reformers
_SEE ABOLISH, PAGE 5 trust fund fee is a more said student body President be put off six to 12 months.
are at it again.
by Susan Calhoun

AIDS seminar at UCF

• FORCED TO RESIGN
Nadav Safran says he'll
quit as head of Harvard's
Center for Middle Eastern
Studies because he had accepted CIA money to hold a
conference on Islamic fundamentalism, but hadn't
reported the grant.
In all, Safran received
some $152,000 from the

CIA.
Boards, the American
Harvard, like many other . Association of Community
schools, requires professors
and Junior Colleges and the
American ·Association of
to report all grants used to
fund on-campus research.
· University
Professors-have jointly issued
•CONDEMNED
a statement saying "Accuracy in Academia''
Seven major education
classroom monitors ''will
groups-including the
have a chilling effect on the
Association of Governing
academic freedom of both

stu<;ients and faculty
members.''
AIA sends students into
classrooms to try to find and
identify "liberal" and
''radical'' professors.
The education groups
noted the monitors' only
qualification is . a professed
agreement with AIA's
ideolo~, and contended pro-

fessors' "performance is
best judged ·through peer
evaluation by skilled professionals..

•NEWSLINE
If you have a story idea or
news tip, call the Newsline
at 275-2601.
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UCF Lady KNIGHTS vs. Georgia Southern
In the UCF Gym
.
· This Saturday Night
Tip-Off at 7:30 p.m.
FREE admission for students with validated l.D.
Call-the "Sports Line" for more information
275-2139

,.

•

The Central Florida Future, January 23, 19~6, ~ .

And, as happened five years
ago, dissatisfaction with stuFROM PAGE 3
dent governments is also
showing . up in increasing
numbers of abs:urdist canreadily admits his Senate had didacies.
"a real priority problem"
Faced with a choice bet·
when it held its longest ween
silliness
and
debate of the year to decide seriousness, Eastern Illinois
what color jackets senators students elected a Silliness
should buy.
·
Party candidate·ronnipg on a
Students at the University .platform of "graft, corruption
of Missouri/St. Louis and and lies.''
At Missippissi, Opus the
West Chester College in Pei:m·
sylvania are trying to fire penguin of "Bloom County"
their student presidents, and fame finished second in the
minority groups are leading a student government presidenfight to reform Washington's tial race, getting 778 votes to
government.
a human's 822.
At Maryland, Monarchist
In Minnesota, Mankato Party Candidate King Tom
State Student Senate Presi- II, a.k.a. Thomas Cooper, won
dent Natalie Tyrell leads a by promising "a benevolent
move to impeach the chair of rule" and a "security moat
Minnesota's State Student ·circling the campus filled
Association.
with cold la er."

ABOLISH
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT
-~

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE

Bllls:
18-01 Amending SG Statutes: Title VI-The Election StatuterTotal Revision (Remains In EA)
· 18-02 Creating Three Student Government SchG5Jarshlps
(Remains In OAF-amending jurisdiction)
Resolutlons:
18-06 An'lendlng Rules and Procedures-Rule 8.04, Concernln~:f Blanket Excuses (remains In UR)
18-07 Concerning Proficiency of Communication Skills for UCF Instructors and Teaching Assistants
18-08 J<equestlng an Equal Opportunity for Students Who Have Added a Class to Make Up
Work Presented Before They Entered the Class
18-09 to Provide Equal Access for clubs and organ!Zatlons to the Orientation Process
18-10 To Establish a Second Parking Appeals Committee and to Increase Student Member·ship

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all senate
meetings and may address the Senate eoGh
week on issues pertaining to student life.
Thrusday 3:00 EN 260
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Travel and C&O funds are available for clubs for the following:
l. Conference registration
2. Office Supplies
3. On-campus advertising
Forms can be picked up at the SG Main Desk

Bills:
MEASURES VOTED ON:
18-12 Amending SG Statutes: ntle VIII-Finance Code-Adding Section 805.1- Concerning
Equitable Allocation of Activity & Service Fee Monies
Posed by Acclamatlon
· Resolutions: 18-06 passed 14-yes, 6-no, 1-obstentlon

SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING TIME

SENATE COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS:

T.C.O. - TH 5-6 SC 211
O.A.F. -W 9-10 SWR
U.R. - W 5-6 SWR
E.A. - M 4-5 SWR
S.P. - TH 4-5 SWR
• SWR-Senote Work Room
' All cof'l'.\mittee meetings are open to students

TCO -Reviews requests for conference registration, office supplies and advertising
OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legislation Involving money
S/P -Reviews legislation relating to student services or publicity
EA -Reviews Statutes and interviews Presidential appointments
l:.JR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and "Procedures
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that makes a budget recommendation
to the Senate

TO THE STUDENT:
If you hove any comments, questions or concerns. about the Senate Report or any legislation, please feel free to stop by the Senate Work Room
(SC 217,)
:

'

January 16, 1986.Student Senate Meeting Records .
~

~
Geneva Craven
Donna Caccioppo
Ted Young
Cynthia Schmidt
Nick Tarantino
Greg Nett.
Kelly Young
Vickie Westmark
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John Morrison
Linda Huelsman
Carl Neidhart
Dennis Lasley
Michael Woodruff
Mike Ptacek
William Dietz
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John Armstrong
Jimmy Straehla
Cheri Sapp
Diane Armillotti
Chris Styles
Vincent Vazquez
Ross Brown
Frank Ladd
Bryan Puch
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Pilotmaka
writing so exciting.

No'w!
The Central Florida
Future is now accepting applications· for
advertising representatives. ·
APPLY

The Central Florida Future needs advertising represent.atives

-WAXTREE
Records & Tapes

New & Used Records
Tapes - CDs
Rock New Wave

·The
Pilot Precise
rolling ball pen.the smooth,

, sleek!IY

·
to get it oa paper.

It's the pen that writes as fine as it looks. A
tiny ball held by a needle-like collar is the
secret to the comfort and smoothness you '11
~perience. An~ bec~use o.f riPILO~~
1ts ball, the Precise will write L!
'I J
crisp~y throu~ carbons.
Try either the fme or extra
I'
fine point. Only Sl.19each. ·

p-ne-ce 1'se™

ST. THOMAS
UNIVERSITY
St Thoma< oA Villano111, 1487·1SSS

SCHOOL OF LAW

JAZZ Soul
TAKE
TRADE-IN
677-8897

'.E

COpen Mon - Sat Noon- 8pm l
3090 Aloma Ave
Semoran Plaza
Corner 436 & Aloma

ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FCR COMICS,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING, SCIENCE FICTION, & BLOOM CO.

2814 Corrine Drive • 1 Mi. E. of Base • 896-1701

AVIS HAS SPECIAL RATES
,AND MORE FOR .STUDENTS AT
THE -UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA

•

When you take to the road, on or off campus, do it with style and savings. Because.
Avis has special low student rates on a wide selection of GM and other fine cars.
And, with these rates, there's no charge for mileage. But that's not all.

~Save~OO/o . .
St. Thomas University School of Law is a newly estab- •
lished Catholic law school, and is accepting appllcations for admission for academic year 1986/1987.
The only Catholic law school in the Southeast St.
Thomas is idealfy·located in suburban Miami on a 140acre campus. The School of Law offers a three-year; fulltime program. with one of the most highly computerized
and technologically sophisticated law libraries in
American legal education. St. Thomas also offers an
· experienced faculty, and a student/faculty ratio of 20 to
1. for a most favorable learning environment.
Presently, St. Thomas University School of Law is not
accredited by the American Bar Association; however.
St. Thomas University School of Law Intends to seek !'SA.
provisional approval as quickly as possible. which will be
after the first year of teaching, The Dean has informed
himself fully as to the Standards and Rules of Procedure
for the Approval of Law Schools by the ABA The
University Administration and the Dean are determined
to devote all necessary resources and in other respects
to take all necessary steps to present a program of legal
education that will qualify for approval by the ABA. The
School of Law makes no representation to any applicant
that It will be approved by the ABA prior to the
graduation of any matriculating student.
For more information write or call: Office of Admissions,
St. Thomas University School of Law, 16400 NW 32nd
Avenue. Miami, FL 33054. (305) 623-2310.
FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE TO
ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS.
St. Thomas University is an equal opportunity instiMion.

Ship's Registry: Bahamas

00 8 1 day CNISe 1•

Re~t an Avis car and you'll receive two deck passes, good tor 50% off a day-long
cruise to the Bahamas or a one-day "cruise to nowhere." You pay only $49 per
person for meals and port charges. ($39 in Port Canaveral or Tampa.)
The luxurious Scandinavian Sun sails for Freeport/Grand .Bahama from Miami at
8:30 AM daily. It returns the same day at 11 PM. "Cruises to nowhere" are
available daily from Port Canaveral or Tampa. Whichever you choose, there's
dancing, dining, gambling and lots of fun aboard . ..
Reservations are required, but hurry, this
offer is limited.
For details, call Avis at Orlando
International Airport:

851-7600
AWD number: A/8441101

mar
So easy.

•
Avis features GM cars. Pontiac Grand Am.

Cars sub1ec1 to avaliab1hly Offer available only at all Avrs Orlando A1rpon locations Cash or Avis-honored charge cards accepted. SeaEscape
promotron expires June 30. 1986 Renter must meet standard Avis credit. driver and mmrmum age requirement (19) and present college ID.
Refueh~g service charges, taxes. optional CDW. PAI and PEP are not included .
~ 1985 Avis Rent A Car System, Inc .. Avis""

r-------------,r-----------------.. . ----------------------------.

1~:,J~tQ~.

•

<~tANNJNcs~oN ~ -

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l.D.

:·Q letrlbuton of Wolff Sun Sv1tema·
•
•
•
•

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year - - ·
Clean, .Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Stop & Experience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, 1st vis.i t FREE

•
•

-- --=- .

•

.·, ·.TOWER PLACE-

.)_()~7~

E. Col_onlal, Suite t t·3

East of KW.

~xpwy.

•

& W. OF ALAFAY.t ..

is2-6042 . MON.-FRI.: 9A.M."_::_9P.M.
.. S.A.'r._: 9A.M.-SP.M. · -·

(With Th_is Croupon)

______________ _________ ____________ _____,________________
..;.
. SUNDAY: 12p.m.- 6p.m.

•

(New Customers Only)

...;.
..;.
Complete
line of Lea Haller. Makeup

EXP. FEB. 2, 1986

~.

•

OpiniooA 'Grim' fairy tale for UCF
students in se~rch of Vahana and gold
Since students on this campus tend to think in so, they gathered their resources, took out loans,
simple terms most of the time, it is often necessary sold their possessions and gave all their money to
to write in simple terms to appeal to the 16,000 odd the Juggernauts. But when the Fritters came to
sheep that habit the confines of this institution. Academia, the mountain of knowledge, the Jugger·
~eeks
The following then is an attempt to strike a nerve nauts turned many of them away. "Not enough
in anything out there that may look up and ask, room for all of you,'' clain:ied the Juggernauts.
"Why?"
No good reason:My good friend and beer drink·
"But we sank a year of our money into your
Once upon a time, in a land not so far away, there · teachings," said one Fritter. "Well, why don't you ing buddy Herman L. Cockroach, a purveyor of bad
was a group of people who loved to give away take one of our classes in 'Finding Your Own . taste and pelµ\ut butter sandwiches, brings news of
money, but hated that they never had money. We'll Vahalla' until something else opens up,'' said·the the latest scandal in Student Government.
call these people the Fritters. Every year they gave Juggernauts.
There's been talk lately among those friendly
away hundreds of dollars, which they had worked
"You see, you're really only paying for a small folks in Student Government about something I
very hard to earn, to another group of people, who part of our teaching. Most of it comes from tithings think you ought to know about. It seems the stu·
we'll call the Squandering Juggernauts.
dent senate wants to buy specialized shirts for
made by the people."
In return, the Squandering Juggernauts promis"But we are the ·people," said the·Fritters as the themselves. That sounds kosher enough. Every
group should have some sort of common symbol to
ed the Fritters vast amounts of knowledge which Juggernauts walked away.
identify itself. Why, once in a while you can even
would, after four years, lead them to a pot of gold.
"Nonsense," said the Juggernauts.
But after giving the Squandering Juggernauts
"Oh," said the Fritters, "okay." And the Frit- catch me in my Central Florida Future softball
some money, which they worked very hard to earn, ters, content with spending six or seven years and jersey.
There's one catch to the senators' shirt scenario,.
the Juggernauts demanded more. n1n return you twice as much money as they expected, sought the
will get much, much more knowledge,'' said the knowledge that would one day, lead them to their however. Some of the student legislators say Student Government funds should be used to purchase
Juggernauts.
pot.of gold.
Well, that was all ti].e Fritters had to hear. And
the shirts.
And they lived oblivjously· ever after.
Whooa! We all know where that money comes
from-our pockets. While we're trying to force
SAGA down our throats· and find parking spaces,
student senators will be updating their wardrobe
with our money.
At last week's senate meeting, when Sen. Dennis
Lasley
suggested the senate purchase the shirts
WA~
~D?
with student money, ari observing student sitting
OF
near me asked me if the senate "could get away
with it." .
C~T~EPlfVES?
You better believe it. Unless at least a few
students show up at today's senate meeting (3 p.m.
in ENG 360) and make a big deal about it, It's very
possible that those senators who favor such a
waste of our money will have their wish and be
wearing our activity and service fee money on their
backs;
I hope someone out there gives a damn and
shows up this afternoon. The sparks that fly could
be fun.

They want to wear our
money_ on their

-oH, 5wEt1ff, )txJ CAN lEll ME.

L"CK

If FOOR SEX

1

IN-SCHOOL COUNSEi.iNG?

. NO

Temptation: Anyone on campus ·who's tried to
wash their clothes the past few days has probably
noticed an addition to the laundry room in the Com·
mons. Some enterprising students thought it would
be a nifty idea to put a couple of video games-with
the Housing Office's permission-there to make a
few .extra dollars.
Well fine, just what I needed.

· · College Press Service

~bltw1 I~

It's hard enough to find a working change
machine on campus when I want to do my laundry.
Now I'm tei;npted to squander those precious few
quarters for laundry on a game.
The real depressing part to all this is that I know
I'll give in to the temptation because, as a friend of
mine put it, "Tim, you're a sucker. ;'

acts. ' Economic sanctions will not work,
either. When the President cannot
even get as staunch an ally as
Margaret Thatcher to agree to them,
one can be sure that other countries
would rush in to fill any void. What,
then, do you suggest we do? Perhaps
we could organize a massive
demonstration in front of the Capitol
with large signs and even a few guest
speakers who could proclaim that any
further terrorist acts will lead to some
very stern warnings.

• Editorial off
the mark
Editor:

President Reagan's handling of U.S.
relations with Libya has been
somewhat less than brilliant, but if
anything can make him appear to be a
The rest of your ewtorial is even
master of the art of diplomacy by
comparison, your editorial of Jan. 16 worse. You immediately dismiss any
kind of a military strike against
can.
To say that the actions of terrorists Libya and then speculate wildly that
are ''not based oh any kind of law or the admimstration may be trying to
sense," is off the mark. Like any provoke an attack against our ships.
Douglas Mock
criminal, a terrorist state will con- There are .many apt criticisms that
Political Science
tinue to violate the norms of civlized can be made of President Reagan. To
society, as long as it can get away · suggest that he is perhaps "no more
with it and benefit from it. The sort of prudent than Khadafy'' is not one of • Athletic affluence
abhorrance that you display to any them. In fact, it is sheer nonsense and doesn't get classes
type of forceful retaliation is precisely shows a shocking lack of knowledge
what makes their crimes pay. Indeed, of contemporary world politics. It Editor:
it is our own lack of a coherent policy seems ironic that we should be more
My, isn't our athl_etic program getin dealing with terrorists that is not concerned with the mobilizing of U.S.
ships than with Khadafy' s murderous ting affluent?
"rational."
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Just last year I remember when it
was sunk in a million dollar-plus debt.
I also remember when the athletic fee
was passed, not to pay off that debt
according to administators, but to
finance the move to Division I and
overall growth.
And what more great news you
ask? A few weeks ago, our booster ·
program had a food orgy to pat
themselves on the back for getting
through this year with a few thousand dollars to spare (after raising a
quarter of a million at their annual
fund raiser). The program is so af·
fluent, it's get a new annex to the
athletic facility (of which most
students will never see inside), and
the next big project is a multi-million
dollar fieldhouse.
You guessed it students. We're get·
ting screwed again!
Al Gibson
Education

Oplnlona expreaaed In The Central Florida Future are thoae ot the editor
· or writer and not neceuarlly those of the Board ot Publlcatlona, unlvenlty
admlnlatratlon, or Board of Regents. Letten to the editor muat be typed
and Include the -outhor'a signature, major and phone number. Letten are
subtect to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a free; non·proflt twlc•weekly
newspaper publlahed during th,e academic year.
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Students needed to clean homes, we'll work
around your schedule. ~e criP 699-1636.°.

-'

, SUMMER AND CAREER JOBS AVAILABLE!
· Resort hotels, cruise Liners and OrQusement
parks are now accepting appUcallon and Information services P.O. BQx 7411 Hilton Head
Island, SC 29928.

'77,

Pl IETA PHI
Pl Phi's get psyched for fnaays soclalll Good 1
luck to all candldates·for panhellenlc offices,
, especially Andrea Stelnemann and Laura Leof.
I Sky.

5 speed, air;
·Toyota Corolla SW,
AM/FM/COSS stereo. SlOOO 657-9598.

i.-- -

3

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair). Also
delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000
ext GH-4628 for. Information.

Room and utilities In exchange for light offfce
work-my home. Kitchen, washer and pool
prlveledges. 657-0298.

Is It true you can buy jeeps tor 544 through the
U.S. government? Get the facts tOdayl Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

Tutor Needed ... MBA stUdent needs refresher
class In Basic Finance plus basic statistics.
6.00 hour Call Scott 647-8341 Aft_!3f n ·

bedr&>m house w/ washer, dryer,
· dishwasher. l 1/2 ml from UCF. S200/mo plus
equal shore of utllltles etc. Call Mark at
365-8242.

I

.

•

3 bdrm/l bth house for rent. 2 people to shore

Non-smoker to shore new house 5 min. t~om ,
UCF. Private bed and bath. $275/mo. Includes ·
, utll, wash/dryer. Call Bev 646-5097 or 646-458~
t:Jays.
Need person to assume leas~ ends July Cam- ;
br1tlge Cir. 12121 Pepperdlne Pl 273-0571 after,
5pm M-F all Day 5_9!-

What every young girt s~ula know before she
weds. Explicit Jl'\Strucllonsll Sent In plain brown
wrapper. Send 57.95 to :DLC Associates, Sox
14322 Hartford Ct. 06114 Allow six to eight
weeks
tor ·
delivery. ·

GoOdfum.-reasonable-dresser, tables, sofa-set, '.

-Need anything typ9<:17 Call .Jean at 628-2608.
and she will do It. Reasonable.

nished or not).

Word Processing and Editing. Professional writer
and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonable rates. Coll Jan 855-4077

UCF Moo Kwan~ Club Is offering FREE
coed Instruction. Beginner classes are now forming.Mon c;md We? nights at 8:30pm In the
multipurpose room Education bldg. For more
Info coll 331-7415:
Need help In Algebra or Phys!~? Rent a video
tutor at the student kiosk. Only S5. Belo or VHS.

WORDMASTERS
"THE OVERNIGHT CURE FOR THE TERM PAPER
BLUES."

THE BEST OF RATES·

UCF·area- female will shore 4 bdrm 3 bth housi
, with pool. 300/mo covers all. 273-1845.

Professional typing letters, term papers,
resumes, reasonable rates, Coll Beverly
699-9201 .

Quality Work
FREE TITLE PAGE
and REPORT COVER.

678·7037
. Charming Studio apt. Lake Howen Condo. Pool ~
huge lake . trees. 5290 per mo. 628-80411
•
I
· 628-1665.
I

TYPING.......Fast, accurate, and reasonable.
657-9015 or 657-9073.

'Duplex 2. bdrm, 2 both close to ~o.mpus.
Washer;jryer, celling fans, nice yard. $400
per month. Coll .Jeff al 831-0507, 671-7828 or
628-2485.

Your neighborhood typing service reports,
term papers, letters. resumes designed. Work
done on IBM word pro. equip conventienlly
located on Alafaya Tr. call 282-5838.

For renn/2 condo located l 00 yards from
the main entrance to campus, on Diogenes ct.
2 years old, free nautilus, tor moie Info coll
days 629-6817 eves and wkds 277-2137.

Typing and secretarial services In my home
reasonable rates pick up and delivery call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

For re~t 2 bedroom duplex jusi north Qf
Haystacks in Walden Woods. Coll 629-68l'f or
277-2137.

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL SERVICE°:l604
Semoron Blvd., Apopka. Term papers resumes,
manuscripts, letters, f01'1'Tl:5 designed, statistical
typlrig. con Elaine at 866-4114 or 886-6969.

TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satlsfacllon, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

Typing QUALllY; Term papers, Thesis, Doct.,
'
Medical, Legal, Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rotes, UCF Empl. 1 ml from campus. _Merli
365;-6874.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTRO~

J~J!pc
{_Q@/ini<;

Typing In my W. Orange county home. 10
years experience .~~rry ~~54S.=Typlng problems? Don't worry, I'll get It done ·
fast, correctly, and reasonablyl Just call
862-2766.

Typist. 20 years experience, particularly theses
and dlssertcllons. Susie 647-4451 otter 6. WOrk
close to UCF for drop off and pick-Up.

Refrigerator good condition 6 cu ft. great for
dorms. Coll 658-0764.

oOtsun 240z. 1973, needs some work, extras,
call 365-9070.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
pr~nancy test, low cost birth control. Morning
After Treatment. Confidential, private. W~man
owned-a special approachl to health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTEblk. south of Colonial
off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad.

Total Secretarial Services. Term papers,
1
resumes, reports, etc. Nothing to big or to
1
small. Fast accurate service at affordable fees.
657-0705;

Duplex 2 bdrm, 2 bath close to campus.
Washer/dryer. celling tans, nice yard. 5400
per month. Coll .Jeff at 831-0507, 671-7828 or
628-2485. .

~expenses $450 mo. Call for Info 281-6937 (FurOne nonsmoking, responsible female roomate
needed tor new 3/2 duplex off Dean Rd.
Private both. S250 covers all. Call Melanie qt
423-0684, Mon- Fri, 9-5

1

Girls wanted part time Ice cream parlor ·s1. miens Restuarant 17122 E hwy 50 apply any
day ofter 2pm.

Shore home w/student own furn. rm. w/ 1/2
bath plus utlls.-S200.00 mo. tel dep. opt.-10
mln.-UCF-Tuskaw. 671-6355.
UCF martin area student non smoker roomate
·. needed, clean male S250 utll Included please
call Barry 281-8039.

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, Individual
counsel
Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, Individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One block
west of 17-92. Mon-Sot Coll 647-1477. We con
help you. •
'

..

Typing quality/reasonable/ exper. all subj. 1 miUCF. 365-6874 after 6pm-before Sam.
, GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000-SSO,OOO I yr.
possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for lnformotion.

misc. 671-6355.

Professional resume writing and typesetting
coll UNIV resources at 8594006. Resume and
typesetting 540 typesetting only, $20.

to

Do you wont smell like a man. Here Is your ·
chance because I am starting the Canoe col-'
· ogne ci~b at UCF. The colog~ y91Jr grandpa
wears Be all man, be all macho, go buy
· ca~. because staying cheap'ls an all day
affair. Contact SCott Adams fqr mor lnfOITTIO. lion. Go buy Canoe.
•

.

·

~

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE !;>RINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 ·DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
BEER BUCKET BONANZA
DRINK LIKE A MAN
50¢ DRAFT BEER

.WEDNESDAY
i.ADIES NIGH.T
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
SURPRISE PARTY
ANYTHING GOES

FRIDAY MIAM.1
VICE PARTY ·
WATCH THE SttOW ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.!
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

•

SATURDAY NIGHT

•

THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

..
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UCF Knights vs. Rollins
· AT ROLLINS
This Saturday Night .
Tip-Off at 7:3o· p.m.

'
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FAMU runs by Knights, 105·91
by Chris Richcreek
~

ponno Lindsey/Central Florlda Future

Sam Alexander (54) drops home two of his fifteen points
against the Rattlers on Monday night.

SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's basketball team ran into a
F AMU squad that was on fire Monday night.
The result was the 14th loss in 16 outings for
the Knights, this time by the score of 105-91.
. The Rattlers (8-8) hit a phenomenal 70.8
percent from the field. What is even more
amazing is that most of the F AMU shots
were from fifteen to twenty feet away from
the basket.
Between 11:00 and 2!16 of the first half, the
Knights trailed F AMU by five points or less.
Many times the Knights would come within·a
point, only to have F AMU go to the other end
and score on yet another 15 foot jumper.
With about a minute left in the first half,
the Rattlers broke loose. Robert Smith buried
a jumper and then, with the Knights unable
to score, Robert Dixon drove the lane for two
more points. Two free throws by FAMU's
six-foot-nine center Doug Cook made the
halftime score 51-44 in favor of FAMU.
Sam Alexander led the Knights in scoring
at;. the half with 13 points. Pat Crocklin added
nine for UCF. Tony Marini and Crocklin each
had four first half rebounds.
Aldwin Ware had 11 points for the Rattlers. Cook grabbed four opening-half rebounds for FAMU.
The Knights shot .562 from the field in the
first half. Unfortunately for UCF, the Rat-

Men take ·on
rival Tars

Men's, Women's
basketball stats

by Kathy Johnson

• Rebounding Leaders:
Tony Marini
5.4
Two players with
6.3

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's basketball team will be traveling
to Winter Park to take on cross-town rival Rollins
College this Saturday night at 8 p.m.
The traditional match-up has always been an exciting event to which statistics and records have
little if any effect on the correct prediction of this
bout.
Rollins enters the game after a loss to St.
Thomas, 86-83, in a Sunshine State Conference
game. The Tars are current_ly 10-4 on the season
and' O· 2 in their conference.
.
UCF will enter the event after falling to F AMU
this past week. The Knights have tasted the
sweetness of victory recently when they defeated
Armstrong State in a home match last week. The
Knights are now 2-14, a record which displays the
harshness of an underrated schedule.
Although games hardly depend on the performance of one particular player, Rollins will need a
good game from their All-American candidate,
Scott Kinney, to keep in pace with the quick
,
Knights.
Kinney has been a :major force for Rollins this
past season, and is one of the two only seniors on
the team. Kinney averaged 19.8 points and 4.8 rebounds last year.
Another key to the Tars' driving offense is senior
Jimmy Silcott. Silcott will not only produce the
leadership that is needed on this young Rollins
team, but he also will provide key outside shooting
that gives Rollins their well rounded game.
As for the Knights, UCF will need consistency.
The Knights are famous for their first half leads
and second half pitfalls. UCF will also need to tone
down the number of turnovers that usually plagues
the team.
After Satilrday night's game, the Knights will
have to turn around and face another foe Monday
night, Baptist College.
Last year the Knights defeated the Bucs 55-51,
and in an overtime situation, lost to them at home,
69-67.
in both games Ben Hinson was the leading
scorer, as he averaged 21.6 points per game. Hinson was a candidate for All-American and also was
29th in the nation in scoring.

• Scoring Leaders:
Faronte Roberson
Kristy Burns

11.3

24.1

tlers hit on 65 percent of their shots.
The second half brought the downfall of
UCF. At 16:20 of the second half, the
Knights found themselves down by 11 points
at 61-50. Then the Knights went stone cold,
being held scoreless for over four minutes and
being outscored 20-12 at one stretch.
With 4:42 left in the second half, UCF
found themselves on the short end of a 88-69
score. The rest of the game was academic.
One UC;F highlight in the second half was a
defensive play. A F AMU shot wa·s blocked
by Pat Crocklin, and the Rattler follow-up
was rejected by Alexander.
At game's end, UCF was led by five players
in double figures. Crocklin, who is averaging
10.4 ppg, led the Knights in scoring with 18
points. Crocklin also grabbed seven rebounds. Faronte Roberson, the Knights
leadirtg scorer at 11.3 ppg, also had 18 points.
Roberson di$hed out six assists to lead UCF.
Cook score·d 22 points and nine rebounds to
lead the Rattlers. Three of . his teammates
also were in double figures for scoring. Ware
finished with 15 points, Walter Little had 14
and Leonard King added 10. All 12 FAMU
players scored at least two points.
The Knights shot .554 from the field, which
is a season high. UCF was outrebounded by a
narrow 31-30 margin.
Although shooting almost 71 percent from
the field, F AMU managed to connect on only
62 percent of their free throws. The Rattlers
did have 25 assists, though, led by Robert
Smith, who had ten.

Ladies to begin
conference play
by Stefan Keller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Lady Knights will be
putting
a lot on the line Satur• Assist Leaders:
day night when they host
Faronte Roberson
· 58
Georgia Southern College.
Julie Cardinale
125
· The Knights, hot ·off the
heels of their 98-90 victory
• Field Goal Percentage: ~
over Florida State, will be trying to extend their current
Tony Morini
~ .528
winning streak to seven, in
Christine Strahl
.577
this, their first New South
Women's Athletic Conference
• Free Throw Pe~centage:.
game.
Faronte Roberson
.744
Kristy Burns, who leads
- Kafhlynn. Eshoo
1.000
both
the 8-7 Knights and the
f
conference in scoring with
• Blocked Shots:
24.1 points-per-game, should
. Sam Alexander
prove to be the muscle in
UCF's offensive attack.
Susan Patz
Burns' teammates Susan
Ill Steals: ,
Patz and junior guard Julie
Cardinale will provide some
Faronte Roberson
36
pretty strong backing for her
50
Kristy ~~rns
shooting.
-----------------........,
The five-foot-six Cardinale,

playing from the guard position, leads the Knights and
the conference in assists with
8.3 per game.
Patz, UCF's all-time
leading scorer, has been
averaging 15.5 ppg while pulling in 6.3 rebounds-per-game.
Burns, last week's NSWAC
Player of the Week, also leads
the conference in free throws,
finding the basket 55 of .64
times for an 85.9 percentage.
The Georgia Southern Lady
Eagles, now 1-1 in the conference, .will be looking
towards 5' 11 '' sophomore
Regin:a Days to·put points on
the board for them. She is
ru~ng a close second in the
NSWAC scoring race averaging 21.9 ppg. Most of those
points have come from the
field.
.With a blazing 7.2.2 field
goal percentage,· Days is the
leading shooter in the conference.

Wrestlers ba·ck in .action at N.C.
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The wrestling team will compete in the Campbell duals tournament this Friday and Saturday at Buies Creek, North
Carolina.
A dual meet tournament is different from a regular tournament. Instead of having all the
wrestlers competing as individuals for individual championships, the tournament pits
team against team in regular
dual meets.

. The Knights will be entering
the event after a layoff of almost
·three weeks. Coach Pat Cucci,
due to a lack of funds, was forced
to cancel a scheduled dual meet
tournament a week ago against
North Carlina State, a nationally
ranked team. The tournament
would have allowed UCF's top
wrestlers exposure against other
top wrestlers in the country.
Cucci said, "North Carolina
State is out of our league ... lt
would be better for our individuals if we went to North
Carolina State, but the total effort would not be as good for the
team.''

The eight team Campbell duals
will be broken down into two
brackets of four teams each.
UCF's bracket will have the
Knights taking on Carson
Newman of Tennessee, with the
winner taking on the winner of
Campbell and Newport News,
Virginia.
The other bracket will have
Appalachian State, The Citadel,
South Carolina State, and Pembroke State, a top 20 Division II
school, dueling it out.
Cucci said, " We're going to
win this tournament. That's our
goal... We want to go out a winner
even if this is our last season."

•

-------------~~--;
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Discount Movie Ti·c .kets
. . ·"$2.75 at the Kioskl.·.
.

.

General Cinema ·
*Fashion Squre ,
. . ·*Altamonte Mall
· *Parkwood Plaza
"
*Seminole Plaza
•

.,. .

'

.

------:-----:-------,

· · " · .· .. · , : ~~- ..·. · · .... .
.· ,
I ·. . .
:
: .·.· ·· ·
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Eastern Federal ·
*Conway
*Northgate
*Orange Blossom

.
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;
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.

Artist's :oocept of Student Government Kiosk Projeet

.

·

See ·
,B aby

. Shamu !
t

We .
Love

· u.c.F.! .
with

··SEA ·WORLD
Discount Tickets !·
.. $ 12.00 at your Student

Government KIO.SK

..
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WANT TO BE A,_

WINGWALKER?

.OR HOW ABOUT A

BLACKJACK
DEALER?

JOIN THE CSS "GOOD TIME GANG" EARN EXTRA
SPENDING MONEY AND HAVE FUN TOO . .
GREAT ATMOSPHERE, WONDERFUL PEOPLE
AND GOOD TIMES.

Hostesses
Cocktail Waitresses
Ban~uet Waiters
. Singing Waiters
Busser
Guest Service Hosts ·
Deli Sandwich Makers

A VARIE1Y OF POSITIONS ARE··
AVAILABLE WITH FLEXIBLE
HOURS TO WORKAROUND
YOUR BUSY COLLEGE SCHEDULE.

Receptionist

.

' -·

-

.

Blackjack Dealers
Gift Shop Personnel ,
Cheyenne Cloggers
Can Can Dancers
Warehouse Personnel
Utility Persons
Custodians

THE "GOOD TIME GANG" WANTS YOU!
Apply at the Personnel Train Car next to the
Churc;h Street Station Depot. MO~.-FRI. 9 AM -6 PM.

ENJOY A McD.L.T.1M MEAL DEAL
. ATTHE .
McDONALD'S® OF UNION PARK

•

•

t

_.t.

•
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The studio at Southern Ballet Theatre is chilly,
almost as cold as it is outside. Stil~ the dancers
are· begi,nning to shed layers of clothes, tuggi,ng
off t-shirts and squirming out of sweatpants.
Dancers are taking turns directing exercises,
since Teresa Hillman, the teacher, has unaccountably, not shown up. (She was scheduled to teach
because she could not take class with her foot in
a cast from an injury the week before.)
The mirror that runs across one wall shows the
class: the apprentices, the interns and members
of the company. They . bear little or no
resemblance to the sylphs in white that float
around onstage. They dress in tattered chiffon
skirts, sweatsuits, and tights with huge runs and
tears in them.
At 10:30, the class is over. The teacher still
hasn't shown. At 11, a call comes in.· Teresa was
spending the night at Katrina's (Dvorsky,
another member of the company). The alarm
didn't go off.. The cat tried to wake them up but
failed. Teresa and Katrina will be right in.
Obviously, the whole thing was the cat's fault.
Teresa Hillm~ walks in .a little before noon.
· She is not the exactly the traditonal ballerina
type; she is small and thin, with her long brown
hair flowing loose over her shoulders. Nor is she
dressed in the archetypical fluttering scarves
and skirts. She is wearing a fatigue suit about
three sizes too big for her, with "U.S. Air Force"
emblazoned across the front. She points to the
bars on her shoulder.
"Somebody told me I'm some sort of
sergeant," she says with a laugh. "I don't
remember what kind."
She also has a c;!ast on her f~ot. She explains
that she slipped on the floor in one of the studios RIGHT: Most dancers
and fell, tearing some ligaments. It's easy to see at the Southern
why she fell; the floor in the room where the Ballet Theater have
dancers practice is hard, slick rubber.
to work 48 hours a
"It (the floor) is kind of treacherous at times,"
she says. "When the weather changes it seems week to meet the
like it contracts and gets really slippery. If you rigorous physical
don't have rosin on the bottoms of your shoes demands of ballet.
and the tips of your pointes, you slip. And that's Hillman says she can
what happened to me."
She's technically out of commission for the go through two pairs
time it will take her foot to heal, but the· com- of pointe shoes in a
pany requires her to be present at classes and oc- week.
casionally teach. The rest of the time sh~ just
sits and watches the class, on the theory that if
she at least sees what she's supposed to be doing, she will pave an easier time when she's able
to do it.
"How's it going?" he asks.
Russell Sultzbach, the ballet master of the
"Oh, it's driving me crazy! I want it off!" she
company, is conducting a rehearsal for the ballet wails.
the company is performing for La Traviata with
"Yeah, I bet. See ya!" he says as he bounds out
the opera company. Hillman pulls her knees up the door.
to her chin and listens to the music coming from
"Has anybody got any Motrin 800?" another
the practice room with just a hint of wistfulness. ' dancer asks the room at random. Offers of various
"It is pretty hard to sit and watch rehewsals.
painkillers drift across the room as the dancers try
At first, when I got the cast on, it was a novelty to make the best of the only break they'll have that
because I'd never had one before but now ... " She day.
grimaces and continues matter-of-factly. "It's a
Hillman is very offhand about her injury. "It just
form of torture. 1·want to point my toes!"
needs
to be immoqilized so the ligaments can heal "
The dancers are filing out of the practice room
she says. "The doctor told me that it should be
for their 30-minute lunch break. Sixteen-year-old stronger than it was before, more stable. He said, .
Lloyd Riggins, the youngest dancer in the comeither have a cast now or probably surgery later. I
pany, stops to chat with Hillman.
opted for the cast.''
Volume 2 Number 19 January

23, 1986

LEFT: Janine Jones, a professional
intern with the Southern Ballet
Theater, exercises at the barre.
Dancers must warm up before
rehearsals to avoid injuries.
BELOW: Teresa Hillman, one of the
dancers in the company, is temporarily relegated to the sidelines
by a foot injury. She watches the
_ot~er dancers rehearse for a lecture
demonstration.
L

PHOTOS

BY ADAM CHRZAN

Hillman understands, however, that no amount
of caution will prevent the inevitable effect of time.
She is still young- only 26- but as a dancer her
career is more than half over.
She accep.ts the fact. "Barring any more injuries,
I '11 be dancmg at least intd my thirties. I hope.''
"My dancing career. is going to end sometime
within the next five years, probably. No, maybe
seven. Anyway, now I can see an end. Four years
ago, I was going to be dancing forever."
"Now I'm actually approaching thirty. I can really see an end to my dancing. Especially since I've
had so many injuries."

SEE BALLET, PAGE 2
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THIS •

THE LIS/\ RE.YNOL05
Rf.SIDENCE, ISN'T tT? I TRY
To GET tt\Y ADPRESSE S
NE.HT! .

•RACE FOR P.A.C.E.
The second annual RACE FOR P.A.C.E.
will be on Saturday, Feb. l , 19ll6 in the
Winter Springs community of Tuscewilla. ·
The SK run, which benefits the P.A.C.E.
school for learning disabled children, will
start at 8:30 a.m., and the lOK run will start
at 8:45a.m. Registration is $8 at the race. For
further information, call the Track Shack at
1305) 898·1313.
•BACH FESTIVAL
The fifty.first annual Bech Festival will be
held Feb. 20, 21 and 22 at Knowles Memorial
Chapel at Rollins College. Music by one of
history's greatest composers will be perfom·
ed by area musicians. Tickets are $60. For
further information. call l306) 646-2182.
•B.B.KING
Blues guitarist B.B . King and special guest
Albert King will be appearing at the Tampa
Theatre on Sunday, Feb. 9, 1986. Shows at
7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. are part of the Tam·
pa Blues Festival. Tickets are $ 14 reserved
and are available at all Select.A-Seat Outlets
and the Tampa Theatre Box Office. For fur.
ther information call (305) 832-6397.
•BAY STREET PLAYERS
The Bay Street Players will open "Crimes
of the Heart" Friday, Jan. 24, for a twoweekend run at t he State Theatre, downtown
Eustis. Showdates are Jan. 24-26 and 30.31,
and Feb. 1. Curtain is at 8:30 p.m., except on
Sundays, when it is 2:30 p.m. Sundays.
Tickets are $6 reserved, and $3 for children
12 and under. For information and reservations call 1904J 357-7777 any time.
•DISNEY'S VALENTINE HEARTBEAT
Starpoint, Miami Sound Machine and Kurtis Blow join Animotion, Eugene Wilde and
The Jets for Walt Disney World's annual
Valentine Heartbeat Purty Feb. 14 in the
Magic Kingdom. Gates open 9 p.m. to 1:30
a ..m. Tickets are $16.95 in advance, $16.95 at
the gate. Advance tickets are available at all
Select-A-Beat outlets, participating Sears
stores and all Walt Disney World locations.
•'NOTHER DISNEY PARTY
Four In Legion. K.lymau, and the S.O.S.
Band head the line-up of entertainers for
"Epcot Late Night," Feb. 8 at Walt Disney
World. The party will last from 11 p.m. to 4
a.m. with unlimited use of all attractions.
Tickets are $16.llS and will be available at col·
lege campuses throughout Florida, ell Selecta·Seat outlets, and all Walt Disney World
ticket locations.
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Computer major's nightmare:
stranger in the strangest land
BY

Bos Ross

Welcome to the wonderful world of UCF; I
am Mr. Ross, your host. I will be leading you
on a dark mysterious journey through the
realm of Computer Science.
For two long semesters i lived in the world
of the Computer Science major. I went where
they went, ate what they ate, .and· dated who
they dated. Why did I do such a thing to
myself?
Simple. I was an idiot.
Here then is my story; a graphic depiction
of the ·computer science underworld and the
people who rule it. The trip consists of tlµ'ee
parts-initiation, conformity, and desperation.
In the fall of '84 a naive, but lovable
freshman entered the "limited access" UCF
computer science p~gram. Soon the time of
registration was upon me. An adviser told me
to get my T and A; I stared at him with the
proper look of stup~dity on, my face.
''T and A," I said to myself.· "The only T
and A I know.abctttt is ... Nah, can't be." To
my utter dismay I was ~ven a registratiOn
sheet and sent to the COmputer Science office. I was greeted by a smiling example of
. ·.
secretaryhood.
Putting on my best 'I know exactly what
· I'm doing' voice I asked to speak with my adviser. She batted her eyes and said "Adviser?
Oh, you must mean this." With that she
banged her fist on my sheet and left a big
stain which read 'SELF ADVISED.'
"Gee, thanks," I muttered, feeling my $32
an semester hour well spent.
Life was rough·'for a while. I had to learn all
the social pleasantries which accompany
Computer Science. Soon I could discuss how
data was stored and other neat stuff. Boy,
was I proud.
My first visit to the terminal room was a

MindSEye
religious· experience. "My god,"·I said. "Thls
place smells like Twinkies and sweat."
Twinkies are, of course, the official breakfast,
lunch and dinner of hackers.
Within the terminal room there was a little
glass cubicle where the consultants from hell
were kept. These minor demons could cause
no damage unless asked for help on a program; woe to the man or woman who so asked, for they were truly doomed.
.
I think I met the kingpin of the computer
room; yes, the man known only as "The
Hacker." He was thin ·of both body and
moustache. He caught my attention when I
heard him moaning for pleasure while he was
staring at his terminal.
Thinking he had tapped into some digitalized nudie pictures, I felt it my duty to investigate.
What I saw astounded me. He told me he
had spent a mere 36 hours creating what
glowed before me. Yes, folks, in just 36 hours
The Hacker had turµed UCF' s pegasus logo
into a ... a .. Palm Tree.
Now, I thought to myself, this man has a
truly marketable skill. He could probably
make a great deal of money turning winged
horses into tropical trees.
Well, kids, that 's it for this week. Next
time, read about how Computer science can
drive a man to desparation ... enquiring minds
want to know. Same bat time, same bat channel.

BALLET
FROM PAGE 1
As Hillman explains this, her tone is crisp, not self- ·
pitying or even really mouriiful. She says she is looking forward to whatever she chooses to make her career when her
dancing life is over, suggesting such diverse fields as
marketing, oceanography or public relations.
"I don't want to quit ballet entirely. I don't know... I
guess I'll probably coach or teach, but there's really no
money.''
Hillman is sitting in the corner of the studio, watching the
company rehearse for the lecture-demonstration it will be
doing in February. The dancers are doing a jazz number to
the "Miami Vice" theme, and Hillman wonders out loUd if
she has a part in it.
After being assured that another dancer is filling in just
for rehearsal, Hillman settles back and trades banter with
the dancers that aren 't currently "on. "
"... Yeah, the cat tried to wake us up, " she says. "But we
just kept on sleeping. " ·
One of the obvioqs common concerns of the dancers at
SBT is their physical condition. They're always bendilig,
stretching, tensing and relaxing their muscles in an attempt
to prevent the kind of injury that laid Hillman up. They are
amazingly limber; the women especially have no trouble
sinking to the floor in a split that would make most people
wince just to look at. Lloyd Riggins amuses himself by turning endless pirouettes in the comer.
''The whole point in ballet,'' says Hillman, ''is to make it
look effortless and easy... and there's just so much work that
goes into creating that illusion. People think it's easy, which
is good: that's what we're trying to do.
"But there is a lot more work... hours and hours and hours
of rehearsal that people never see... falls and injuries, bruises
and bloody toes ... "
"They just never see."
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BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER...
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

ATTENTION •••

Your Attention please.
The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications for advertising reps .

TRY US!

.

ARISTOCRA\\P~J~DESidNs
~
:!
$8 HAIRCUT . CALL 6 71-HAIR .
ALOMAAVE

l:l

•

K-MART
•

~

INCLUDES WET CUT .• Mon. and Fri. 9.~ 6
AND BLOW DRY •. Sat. 9 -5
LONGER HAIR EXTRA ·•Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7

UNIV. 81.vo.

THE FIVE PRIMARY
. . ...
CAUSES OF HAPPY
.,-------HOURS AT
.

.

.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE Next to Jewelry Store)

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. DJ. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES. .
4. A REF.RESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMEN.T ·
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 8:00 • 12.
HOURS

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall
.

* Static Line Program

•

•

*

* Tandem Jumping
~Best

Facilities in Florida

. All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
. ·Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
-~
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info: · .
Call or Write for our Brochure

MON.
11 A.M. - 10 P.M.·
TUES.-SAT. 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
Noon - 6 P.M.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S

898-6041

.,
•

Buy one
Coupon

Pizza •••

Valuable

Get one ··
-FIEEI*

. ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
EDGEWOOD.
917W. 436
4741 S. Orange Ave.
CK-mart I Wekiva Square>
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center)

. ORLANDO
2401 W. Oak Ridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)

ORLANDO
6096 E. Colonial Dr.
CHome Depot Center)

855-1973

896-0272

282-0210

862-5099

859-0921
EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd.
(Pinar Plaza)

275-3806

,

CASSELBERRY
1030 E. Semoran Blvd.
(Goodings Plaza>

ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonial Dr.
(Hiawassee Woods Center>

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17-92

339-5020

291-0931

831-3670

(17-92 & 434)

===========When you make a pizm dis good, one iust isn't enou;t===============
HOURS

.

Sunday through Thursday, 11 a.m. -12 Mid. and Friday & Saturday.11 a.m. ·- 2 a:m. ·
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64A.D.EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT
~o · ..
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out your best Serve
Bud Light at your next
toga party Or ask for it
at your favorite
beeraton·um.

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.
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WAYNE.DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671-0661 or 851-7100
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